HK。360
A. Race Details
Race Date: 4th February 2018
Start Point: Shing Mun Reservoir Main Dam
Finish Point: To be announced before the race start.
Race Start: 9:00am
Time Limit: 9 hours
B. Race Format
Teams need to take MTR to designated MTR stations and reach 5 checkpoints on the
top of 5 peaks. Teams can decide their own sequence to visit the checkpoints and do
not need to follow the order in the below table.
Following are the designated MTR stations and corresponding checkpoints:
No.

MTR Station

Name of Peak

1

Fanling

Lung Shan

2

Lei Tung Estate

Yuk Kwai Shan

3

Tuen Mun

Castle Peak

4

Sunny Bay

Fa Peng Teng

5

Po Lam

Razer Hill

C. Race Course
1. From each checkpoint, there will be designed race course to reach the top of the
peak.
2. Teams need to follow the markings to reach the checkpoint. No short-cut is allowed.
3. Teams need to report to the marshals at both the start the race course and the
checkpoint on the top of the peak.
4. For coming down the peak, teams do not need to follow the race course.
Following diagram is a sample of race course at for a checkpoint:

Castel Peak

Tuen Mun MTR Station

Race Course Start Point

D. Course Markings
1. The entire course will be marked with PINK color ribbons in every 50 meters along
single trail and will be in a closer distance in forest or at trail junction.
2. At some trail junctions or open area, reflective WHITE plastic plate with an RED
arrow will also help to indicate the race direction.
3. There will also be a “cross” on the trails that you should not take.

E. Race Rules
1. Team members must stay together within 50m during the whole race.
2. Team can ONLY take MTR to the designed stations. No other mean of transport
such as bus, ferry, taxi, all kind of vehicles, bike, and scooter is allowed to take/use
during the race.
3. Teams should pay their fees for travelling by OCTOPUS on MTR.
4. NO outside assistance (except buying drinks and food) is allowed during the whole
race.
5. There will NOT be any water and food provided for the teams at checkpoints. Teams
should carry or buy (at stores, vending machines) their own drinks and food during
the race.
F. Race Timing
1. Electric timing system will be used the start of the designed race course and the
checkpoints at the tops of the peaks.
2. Teams need to report to report to the marshals at both the starts the race course and
the checkpoints on the tops of the peaks.
3. Teams can only use OCTOPUS to pay for the transport fee for travelling in MTR.
4. Teams’ OCTOPUS will be checked at the finish point to make sure that they have
traveled on MTR and exited at the designed MTR stations.

Lung Shan
龍山

12
11

Yuk Kwai Shan
玉桂山

21
22

Castle Peak
青山

31
32

Fa Peng Teng
花瓶頂

4 1
21

22

42

Razor Hill
鷓鴣山

52

51

